Worldview Literacy

Unit #4 Exam

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAM!

Multiple Choice--Select the best answer and record its letter on your answer sheet.
1) All of the following might characterize someone whose worldview has an important place for
"Global Vision" theme except which? a) appreciates cosmic distances b) believes in evolution
c) appreciates geologic time d) typically concerns clustered at center of space vs. time plot
2) If all of planet Earth's history was compressed into a single year beginning on January 1st,
based on anthropologist's findings, when in this year would the first primitive humans appear?
a) in early March
b) in late June
c) in early December
d) on December 31
3) The term prehistoric refers to events which happened more than about _____ years ago.
a) 2000
b) 4000
c) 6000
d) 15,000
e) 100,000
4) Planet Earth is located in the solar system, a) isolated in an insignificant part interstellar space
b) in the center of the Milky Way Galaxy
c) near the edge of the Milky Way Galaxy
d) in the center of the universe
e) near the edge of the universe
5) Pictures of the whole Earth taken from space have made people appreciate all of the following
things about the Earth except which?
a) its vast size and diversity b) the unity of life on it
c) its beauty
d) its fragility
e) its insignificance
6) Global education _______________. a) encourages reductionistic problem solving
b) focuses on whole systems, emphasizes interconnections and interdependencies
c) emphasizes comprehension not memorization, analysis not synthesis
d) all of the above
e) none of the above
7) The chief goal of the so-called Green / Environmental movement is ___________________.
a) putting an end to environmental pollution and wasteful use of resources
b) raising consciousness worldwide so that everyone recycles and uses energy efficiently
c) changing market-based economics so that prices reflect environmental costs
d) the development and maintenance of a sustainable society e) none of the above
8) Economists have recently extended their conception of capital to include ____________.
a) physical capital b) human capital c) natural capital d) monetary capital e) manmade capital
9) ________________ refers to irreplaceable resources being consumed or natural cycles
disrupted in an impossible or difficult to fix manner by human activities.
a) ecological debt b) environmental impact c) carbon footprint
d) entropy creation
10) A person who gets his or her electricity from _______________ has the largest carbon
footprint associated with this energy use. a) wind b) nuclear c) coal d) hydroelectric
11) All of the following beliefs characterize someone whose worldview has an important place
for the "Sustainability" theme except which? a) in the need for long-term, global perspectives
b) in leaving future generations as much wealth / capita as we inherited c) in renewable energy
d) in resource recycling
e) in a population policy of no more than one child / family
12) Based on 2005 data, the global population is growing at a rate of ____ % per year.
a) less than 1
b) 1.2
c) 1.5
d) 1.8
e) over 2
13) The most rapidly growing source reasonably priced source of electricity produced from
renewable energy in the USA is from ______________. a) hydroelectric installations
b) wind farms c) burning ethanol from corn d) nuclear power plants e) photovoltaic arrays

14) Meat based diets in the USA are associated with _____. a) inefficient protein production
b) increased carbon footprint c) increased pesticide use d) increased water use e) all of these
15) Which of the following associations is wrong?
a) biosphere / part of Earth that supports life b) overshoot and collapse / manmade phenomenon
c) non-renewable resources / include copper, iron ore d) natural capital / includes biodiversity
16) The belief that governments or corporations extending their power and influence over people
(either economically, culturally or both) is fundamentally good might be held by someone who
values ______. a) expansionism
b) ethnocentrism
c) nationalism d) Marxism
17) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Imperialism" theme might
conceivably be expected to value all of the following except which? a) McDonaldization
b) paternalism
c) expansionism
d) ethnocentrism
e) cultural relativism
18) All of the following might be legitimate goals of development except which?
a) nation gets needed resources from the poor country whose people it's helping
b) raising poor people’s standard of living c) increasing choices available to poor people
d) fostering growth of poor people's self esteem e) all of these are legitimate--no exceptions
19) An international organization founded to promote development in poor countries is the ___.
a)World Trade Organization b) World Bank c) United Nations d) International Monetary Fund
20) The policy or practice of a nation extending or maintaining its control over a foreign land or
people is known as ______. a) paternalism b) imperialism c) colonialism d) ethnocentrism
21) The economic term whose definition most conceivably would include the phrase "production
emphasizes the bare essentials" is _______________.
a) sustenance
b) absolute poverty
c) thrifty orientation
d) subsistence economy
22) The term whose definition most conceivably would include the phrase "designed to provide
an economic or social safety net for those disadvantaged members of society" is ____________.
a) welfare assistance
b) affirmative action
c) sustenance
d) social security
23) A socioeconomic situation in which people’s standard of living, freedom (in terms of choices
available to them) self esteem and hope for the future is seriously and persistently depressed is
known as ________________.
a) colonialism b) paternalism c) sustenance d) subsistence e) underdevelopment
24) The economic term whose definition most conceivably would include the phrase "barely able
to meet their minimum subsistence needs" is ______________________.
a) sustenance
b) absolute poverty
c) thrifty orientation
d) subsistence economy
25) The condition of _____ has been dramatized by pictures of poor people in otherwise affluent
western countries—with belongings in shopping carts--sleeping under highway overpasses.
a) absolute poverty b) subsistence c) homelessness d) those receiving welfare assistance
26) The act of imagining that you are in another person’s shoes and experiencing his or her
feelings and struggles is a prerequisite for feeling __________________.
a) empathy
b) altruism
c) brotherhood
d) solidarity e) paternalistic
27) What someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Struggling With A Basic
Need: Sustenance" theme most fears in the continuing struggle to meet sustenance needs and
survive is _____. a) homelessness b) the need to emigrate c) having no options d) servitude

28) Which of these is most fundamentally a feeling of belonging? a) ecological groundedness
b) pantheism
c) grace
d) empathy
e) transcendence
29) It can be argued that all of the following have roots in anthropocentrism except which one?
a) wise use movement b) Christianity c) western science d) humanistic religious naturalism
30) Which of the two beliefs, concepts, or orientations paired below are most compatible?
a) biological evolution / Chain of Being b) deep ecology / humanistic religious naturalism
c) Gaia hypothesis / reductionism d) animism / scientific materialism
e) stewardship / subjugation
31) _________________ grew out of increasing frustration with laws containing environmental
restrictions. a) laws requiring environmental impact analysis b) technology assessment
c) individualism
d) the debt for nature swap movement e) the wise use movement
32) ___________refers to either minimizing costs while maximizing production or wisely
allocating consumption related expenditures to maximize consumer satisfaction.
a) economic efficiency b) comparative advantage c) consumer protection d) marginal utility
33) Someone whose worldview has an important place for both the "Anthropocentrism" and
"Libertarian" themes would most conceivably embrace all of the following except which?
a) anthromorphism
b) the sanctity of private property c) the wise use movement
d) the belief that nature should serve people a) all of these--there are no exceptions
34) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Belonging to Nature"
theme would most conceivably believe a) in reductionism
b) in evolutionary ethics
c) that land should be developed based on a common sense philosophy
d) that nature should be valued without regard to its usefulness to humans
35) Conceivably all of the following could possess a worldview that reserved an important place
for the "Belonging to Nature" theme except which?
a) animists
b) shamans
c) pantheists d) Social Darwinists e) deep ecologists
36) Which of the following associations is wrong? a) pantheism / God is source of morality
b) alienated / opposite of belonging
c) naturopath / wholistic health practitioner
d) naturalistic fallacy / mistaken idea that nature knows best
37) Critics have argued that consumerism is a culture which increasingly meets or replaces
_________ needs of affluent Western shoppers.
a) information
b) real
c) religious
d) environmental
e) companionship
38) __________________ refers to doing or having (consuming) something now, rather than
waiting, or rather than investing the money you would have spent and getting a high return on
the investment. a) marginal propensity to consume
b) instant gratification
c) marginal utility
d) utilitarianism
e) discounting the future
39) A derogatory term connected with those who advertise products or services people don't
really need is _______ a) prisoner b) pusher
c) master d) grabber e) quack
40) _________________ refers to the amount of use and satisfaction that a consumer gets from
a particular purchase. a) utility b) marginal utility c) utilitarianism d) value
41) Contrary to what might be expected, philosophical essays about exercising freedom also
have lots to say about ____. a) liberty
b) justice
c) religion
d) restraint

42) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Consumerist" theme might
conceivably admit to all of the following except which?
a) enjoying shopping
b) having been influenced by advertising
c) being image conscious
d) replacing something old that worked fine e) often making do, reusing, recycling
43) E. F. Schumacher's "small is beautiful" philosophy has been termed _______ economics.
a) sustainable b) village
c) Buddhist
d) Confucianist
e) household
44) In his expounding on his "small is beautiful" philosophy, E. F. Schumacher embraces which
of the following notions? a) growth is good
b) GNP is good measure of human well being
c) the appropriateness of using mass production in developing countries
d) maximizing well being and minimizing consumption
e) none of the above
45) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "The More is Better Mentality"
theme might be expected to _________. a) have a "knows no limits" mindset b) like big SUVs
c) also value the "Consumerist" theme d) like "McMansions"
e) all of the above
46) _____________ has been linked to the "snob effect". a) "bigger is better" b) narcissism
c) "shop 'til you drop"
d) conspicuous consumption e) the "Winner Take All" society
47) Critics of individual excess in the consumer culture have linked the psychology behind it to
____________. a) neurosis
b) character disorder c) narcissism
d) obsession
48) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Enoughness" theme would be
expected to embrace all of the following except which? a) the wise use movement's philosophy
b) voluntary simplicity
c) a thrifty orientation
d) making do, reusing, recycling
49)_____ is most directly part of an effort to rework the market economy to value environmental
health? a) microcredit b) cap & trade c) environmental impact analysis
d) human capital
50) The greenhouse effect is most fundamentally ___________ a) a manmade phenomenon
b) projected to bring climate change in the coming centuries
c) a heat-trapping mechanism
d) connected with increasing amounts of carbon dioxide gas put into the atmosphere
51) The so-called green national product is a proposed index of _________ economic welfare
obtained by making certain adjustments to gross national product. a) human well-being and
b) environmental quality and
c) biodiversity and
d) sustainable
52) In correcting gross national product to factor in environmental health and human well-being
concerns all of the following need to be considered except which?
a) all goods and services
b) bads c) non-economic variables d) depletion of natural capital e) ecological debt
53) For national economies predominantly powered by combustion of fossil fuels, as overall
energy efficiency goes up ___________________. a) natural capital utilization goes up
b) waste heat given off goes up
c) carbon footprint goes down
d) the amount of energy performing useful tasks goes down
e) none of the above
54) ___________ can be gauged by analyzing the number of species the ecosystem contains.
a) ecological debt
b) natural capital
c) biomass index
d) biodiversity
55) All of the following might conceivably be someone whose worldview has an important
place for the "Sanctity & Dignity of Life" theme except which?
a) anti-abortion activists
b) those battling for repeal of euthanasia laws
c) vocal opponents of capital punishment
d) people who are vegetarians for health reasons

56) In the battle between pro-lifers, who want to outlaw abortion, vs. pro-choice advocates, who
want to insure a woman's right to choose, pro-lifers typically argue that life begins _________.
a) at birth b) at conception c) when the developing fetus is first viable outside the womb
d) when the major organs start to form, about eight weeks after conception
57) A field of study that lies at the heart of dealing with many sanctity & dignity of life related
controversies is ____.
a) embryology
b) ethology
c) vitalism
d) bioethics
58) Which of the following procedures does not typically involve genetic engineering?
a) cloning
b) gene therapy
c) stem cell therapy
d) DNA manipulation
59) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Sanctity & Dignity of Life"
theme might also be expected to value which of the following worldview themes?
a) Borrowing Mentality b) Belonging to Nature c) Enoughness d) Animal Rights e)Vitalism
60) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Pay As You Go Approach"
theme conceivably would a) often pay by "the installment plan" b) be lacking in fiscal restraint
c) experience increasing marginal utility with increasing consumption
d) support use of renewable energy
e) none of the above
61) All of the following are associated with giving in to forces urging you to “get what you want
now!” except which? a) instant gratification b) "The Borrowing Mentality" c) impulse buying
d) The Protestant Work Ethic
e) failure to live within a budget
62) Comparing payments that occur at different times can be done by making use of _________.
a) marginal utility
b) marginal propensity to consume
c) discounting the future
d) discounting and net present value e) all of these
63) Which of the following associations is least appropriate?
a) usury / charging interest
b) thrifty / frugal c) USA national debt / ~ $8 trillion
d) extending credit / extending trust e) prisoners / derogatory term meaning trapped by debt
64) Microcredit loan programs _________.
a) have suffered from poor rates of repayment
b) involve loans requiring only a small amount of collateral c) help poor people make money
d) were developed by USA microeconomists
e) none of the above
65) Whereas science involves understanding nature, technology involves _____________.
a) analyzing it b) monitoring it c) controlling it d) modeling it
e) destroying it
65) The last step in technology assessment involves a) identifying bridge values
b) publishing results c) monitoring performance d) impact analysis
e) none of these
66) Which of the following would most likely make use of computers? a) engineering design
b) appropriate technology c) reverse engineering d) all of these e) none of these
67) All of the following groups of people would most likely prefer attitudinal fixes over
technological fixes except which? a) pacifists b) diplomats c) luddites d) planners
68) All of the following terms logically belong together except which? a) common ground
b) conflict resolution c) bridge values d) worldview conflicts e) they all belong--no exceptions

69) In comparing someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Attitudinal Fix
Mentality" theme with someone who similarly values the "Technological Fix Mentality" the
former person might conceivably value ___________ more than the latter person.
a) reason
b) systematic problem solving c) faith in his or her ability
d) empathy e) peace and justice
70) The Tit for Tat program for behaving has been linked to the human cultural evolution of
________. a) self genes
b) altruism
c) co-operation d) aggression e) mirror neurons
71) According to E. O. Wilson, the force behind most warlike policies is _______________.
a) The Law of the Jungle b) racism c) imperialism d) scapegoating e) ethnocentrism
72) Those who embrace ______________ feel that good can not come out of evil.
a) militarism
b) retributive justice
c) non-violence
d) reciprocity
73) The military code of conduct is intended to _____________. a) foster patriotic feelings
b) promote politeness and courtesy
c) reinforce systematic problem solving
d) promote dispassionate behavior and stoic resolve e) reinforce discipline
74) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Pacifism" theme would
conceivably hold all of the following beliefs except which?
a) in gun control laws
b) in accepting the occasional need for altruistic aggression
c) in non-violence
d) in opposing capital punishment
e) all of them--there are no exceptions
75) All of the following practices refer to controversies related to globalization trends of the last
two decades except which? a) McDonaldization b) colonialism c) outsourcing d) sweatshops
76) All of the following connect in some way with free trade except which?
a) NAFTA
b) protectionism
c) comparative advantage
d) tariffs

e) nationalization

77) The phrase "acceleration of interaction and integration among the people, businesses and
governments of nations" might be part of a description of a) creating the global village
b) globalization c) sustainable development d) how technology is changing the world
e) The Winner Take All Society
78) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Ethical Globalization" theme
would most likely be supportive of a) laissez faire capitalism b) libertarianism
c) colonialism
d) eliminating the WTO
e) regulating international capital flows
79) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Expansionism" theme and
someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Sustainability" theme would most
fundamentally have differing views about
a) globalization b) redistribution of wealth
c) government interference in free markets d) growth
e) pluralism
80) Someone whose worldview has an important place for the "Ethical Globalization" theme and
the _________ theme would be most supportive of the creation of a world government.
a) Global Vision
b) Golden Rule c) Global Citizen
d) Socialism e) Sustainability

